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What is Eclipse

universal platform
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What is Eclipse

Eclipse is an open source community focused on developing a **universal platform** of frameworks and exemplary tools that make it easy and cost-effective to build and deploy software in today’s connected and unconnected world.

Eclipse is a consortium of major software vendors, solution providers, corporations, educational and research institutions and individuals working together to create an **eco-system** that enhances, promotes and cultivates the Eclipse open platform with complementary products, services and capabilities.
History of the Eclipse Project

- Initiation in 2001
  - Initial release of the Eclipse technology platform (Platform, JDT, PDT)
  - Founding consortium board comprised Borland, IBM, MERANT, QNX Software Systems, Rational Software, Red Hat, SuSE, TogetherSoft and Webgain
  - Eclipse Public License (EPL)

- Eclipse Foundation 2004
  - Independent not-for-profit organization formed in 2004
  - Definition of bylaws, membership model, initial IP process
  - Foundation management staff hiring starts

- Eclipse Foundation today -->
A Special Slide for the Strategic Members
Here You see them All
What are they good for anyway?
Governance
Collaboration Guidelines

Deploy Pervasive Collaboration Technology
- Options not integration
- Adaptable
- "Small pieces - loosely joined."

Keep Work Visible
- Let everybody see everybody's work
- Solid social collaboration tools provide for the filtering and sorting

Think Modularity
- Ideas formulate in tight, testable packets
- Communicated with minimum attenuation
  - Ability to organization teams modularly

Collaboration
- "Where trust is the currency, reputation is a source of power."
- Direct person-to-person communication
- Rich, common knowledge
- Network model of power - information flows around would-be choke points

Build Communities of Trust
- Leader-practitioners create links where needed
- Extra-ordinary motivation
- Latitude to tap resources, make purchase decisions
- Pursue priorities they set for themselves

Encourage Teaming
Intellectual Property Management
Platform Orientation
IT Services
Business Development
Eclipse Foundation, Inc.

Eclipse Momentum - Members

Eclipse Memberships through April 2009

- Associates
- Solutions Members
- Enterprise
- Strategic Consumers
- Strategic Developers

Members
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Eclipse Momentum - Committers
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Committers through February 2009

- EC2004: 250
- EC2005: 450
- EC2006: 630
- EC2007: 771
- EC2008: 942
- Feb-09: 901
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Eco System: Today and Tomorrow

Participating Groups

Java Tool ISVs
- CDT, Target Management, TML, DSDP, eRCP, MTJ
- JDT, AJDT, WTP, Platform

General Tool ISVs
- Higgins, RAP, Swordfish, Aperi

Frameworks and Runtimes
- OHF, OFMP, OSEE

Industry Verticals
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WE ARE HERE
Events
Events

- Demo camps
- Galileo Release
- Stammtisch Stuttgart (04.07.2009)
- Eclipse Time Toulouse (23.06.2009)
- Eclipse Embedded Day Stuttgart (25.06.2009)
- Eclipse Application Developer Day Karlsruhe (07.07.2009)
- Eclipse Insurance Day Cologne (30.09.2009)
Eclipse Summit
Oct. 27-29, 2009
Ludwigsburg
Thank you -

Ralph Mueller
Director, Eclipse Eco Systems Europe
ralph.mueller@eclipse.org

Mark your Calendar:
Eclipse Summit Europe – 27.-29.10. 2009, Ludwigsburg
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